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Details of Visit:

Author: Arkle
Location 2: Wandsworth
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Jun 16th 7.00p.m.
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Anikassecret
Phone: 07563496579

The Premises:

My hotel room in Central London.

The Lady:

The details on her web site are accurate although on the day I thought her pictures were better than
she was in person - she looked a little tired and having not long returned from a holiday with a client
I suspect she needs to catch up on her sleep ! 

The Story:

It is very difficult to know what to add - I concur with her previous reporters. It is also interesting to
note that she has 28 reports on the Captain 69 site where her performance in all them is towards
the top end of the marking system.

A sex machine and where the start button sending her into immediate overdrive was pressed as I
was closing the door. I was instantly subjected to deep throat kissing, cavorting and a series of
indecent assaults ( I wont be pressing for charges ) before I knew what had hit me. There were no
preliminaries, it was sheer non-stop action, she was relentless and I was loving it. Her owo. as
anticipated from her reports was something extra-ordinary, arguably the best I have had and it
certainly stirred the juices - sex was surprisingly tight but the owo had done the damage and I didnt
last all that long.

Once dressed, we sat together on the bed and a lengthy and deeply interesting conversation
followed regarding some of her encounters - for those of us who like hearing true cock stories it
made compelling listening. Finally, I handed her the envelope which had been on the table prior to
her arrival, she took it, folded it and placed it in her handbag without checking the contents - what a
nice compliment from a nice girl.
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